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Abstract- Pipeline vibration of high frequency and large amplitude is an important factor that impacts
the safe operation of pumping station and the efficiency of the pumps. Through conducting the
vibration in-situ test of pipeline system in the pumping station, we can objectively analyze the
mechanism of pipeline vibration and evaluate the stability of pipeline operation. By using DASP (data
acquisition & signal processing) in the in-situ test on the 2# pipeline of the third pumping station in the
general main line of Jingtaichuan electric-lifting irrigation project in Gansu Province (later known as
“the general trunk third pumping station in Jingtai electric project”) and then adopting time-domain
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analysis and cross-spectrum analysis to deal with collected data, we can acquire the vibration state in
different positions of pipeline. Tests have shown that, the application of DASP in the vibration test of
pressure pipeline of the pumping station, compared to the traditional test systems, can not only obtain
higher test accuracy and efficiency, but can also provide theory basis and technical support for solving
the vibration problems of the same-type pipeline operation. It has a good promotion value in the
engineering practice.

Index terms: DASP software, time-domain analysis, cross-spectrum analysis, pressure pipeline.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the large-scale pumping station project in China, the vibration problems of pressure pipeline
commonly exist. The long-term and large-amplitude vibration of pressure pipeline can result in
fatigue damage to the pipeline, which has a serious influence on the safety operation of waterpumping system and the normal benefit, and even leads to the failure of the structure function of
pipeline as well as of its ancillary equipment [1]. So attention must be paid to it. There are many
reasons for the vibration of pumping station pressure pipeline, including special operation states,
the flow pattern inside pipe, and the arrangement form of buttresses etc. According to the
pipeline vibration theory, pipeline vibration is divided into two systems: pipeline system and
fluid system [2]. Many scholars at home and abroad have been studying vibration problems for a
long time, and achieved considerable progress [3, 4, 5, 6]. Paidoussis [7] reviewed the research
results of the analysis for nonlinear vibration of fluid-solid coupling of pipeline [8, 9, 10] in detail;
Wood [11] and Williams [12] conducted the theoretical and experimental researches on the
influence of pipeline movement respectively, and found that pipeline movement had a great
influence on water hammer pressure; Vardy [13] made experiments and calculations to “T”sharped pipeline system and discovered that coupling effects between liquid and pipeline
seriously influenced pipeline vibration response.
Although theoretical researches on pipeline vibration have already achieved remarkable progress,
the practical vibration problems of pressure pipeline are very complex. For the constructed
pipeline structures, in order to improve the anti-vibration performance, the needed structure
parameters including damping coefficients and boundary conditions can be determined by tests.
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In addition, intensity, spectrum and even dynamic response of pipeline vibration can also be
determined by tests so that we can find the source of vibration and analyze the feasibility of
applying vibration isolation, vibration absorption, vibration resistance and other damping
technologies to practical engineering. Thus, the research on the in-situ test[14] for vibration of
pressure pipeline in the pumping station has great significance for obtaining accurate design
parameters and achieving the safety and economic operation of pumping stations.
The common methods for the test of pipeline vibration are electric measurement, mechanical
method, optical method and so on, most of which are applicable to the test of crack position,
welding defects, corrosive wear, instability and other problems of pipeline and its equipment [15].
However, for the vibration in-situ test of pressure pipeline of the running pumping station, the
researchers are still a few, and they are not as deep and extensive as those on the test and analysis
of equipment vibration. There is no assessment standard for pipeline system vibration either, and
the test systems are relatively few. In addition, traditional test devices of pipeline vibration
mainly consist of various hardware instruments. Besides the sensor and amplifier, specialized
equipment for vibration recording and analyzing are also needed, such as oscilloscope, signal
analyzer, and spectrum analyzer and so on. Therefore the entire system is complicated and costly
and only has single function and weak reconfiguration [16, 17]. Thus, this article abandons
traditional test methods, applies DASP system to the vibration in-situ test of pressure pipeline of
pumping station and analyzes the vibration of pipeline under specific running conditions.

II.

DASP TEST SYSTEM

DASP is the integrated test and processing system for vibration, noise test and engineering. It is a
virtual instrument storehouse integrating data acquisition, data display, oscilloscope, signal
processing, vibration analysis, model analysis, fault diagnosis and many other functions. It has
the features of high-integration, multi-function, simple-operation, and high-measurement
precision etc. [18, 19, 20]. The system mainly consists of vibration pickup, data line, acquisition
front, DASP analysis software, and computer. Figure 1 shows the system connection.
Data line
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Figure 1 Flow chart of DASP test system

III.

TEST OBJECT

This article takes the pressure pipeline of the general trunk third pumping station in Jingtai
electric project as the test object for the vibration in-situ test. The layout diagram of the pressure
pipeline is shown in Figure 2. The layout of the 2# pressure pipeline of this pumping station can
represent the layout patterns of multi-machine single pipe of large-scale pumping stations. On
turning on/off the machine, the vibration noise and amplitude are very large, and the long-term
vibration would pose a threat to the structure safety of buildings. Therefore it is more
representative and universal to use this pressure pipeline as the test object to study.

Figure 2 Layout diagram of the pressure pipeline of general trunk third pumping station in Jingtai
electric project
The 2# pipe is a bifurcation pipeline. It is a general outlet pipeline aggregated by the outlet of 4#
unit and 5# unit, and their diameters are 1700mm, 1200mm, 1200mm respectively. The layout
diagram is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Layout diagram of the 2# pressure pipeline of general trunk third pumping station in
Jingtai electric project
IV.

TEST MATERIAL AND METHOD

The test object of vibration in-situ test is 2# pipeline; testing conditions are startup condition and
stable-operation condition; and the test adopts ADSP-10 (the updated version of DASP) system.
Through the vibration signal acquisition of the representative positions of 2# pipeline and the
automatic processing for the signal data, we can obtain the oscillogram of the typical
measurement points of the pipeline and analyze the vibration state of the measured objects.

a. Vibration sensor

Vibration sensor adopts the 891-2 vibration pickup, the configuration of DASP-V10 system,
which can be connected with the recording instrument and data acquisition system. It can be set
at accelerated-speed, medium-speed, high-speed and low-speed, respectively corresponding to
1#~4# gears. According to the site conditions and test purposes of the vibration in-situ test of
pressure pipeline of pumping station, the gear is switched to 2#, and the corresponding
measurement parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Technical indexes of 891-2 vibration pickup in 2# gear

(

Sensitivity / V ⋅s⋅m−1

)

7

Damping constant

0.65

Maximum displacement / m

70

Maximum speed/（m·s-1）

1.4



+1



Passband /  Hz ,−3dB 

1～100

Output load resistance value / kΩ

300

Displacement after connected with the 891 amplifier / m

1×10-7

Speed after connected with the 891 amplifier / (m·s-1)

1×10-7

The vibration pickups are placed at the positions which need to be tested. The geometric axis of
horizontal vibration pickup should be as horizontal as possible, and the geometric axis of vertical
vibration pickup should be as perpendicular as possible to the one of horizontal vibration pickup.
Then the vibration pickups are bonded firmly by adhesive.

b. Test method

The arrangement of test points is very important. Generally, test points are selected according to
the following principles: try to test the whole pipeline system; test points should include
important positions of the pipeline, such as elbows, welds, junction positions of two pipes, and
buttresses; select appropriate number and location of test points; and the installation of vibration
pickups should be convenient.
Based on the comprehensive consideration of various factors, such as the selection of test points,
layout of vibration pickups, and arrangement forms of pipeline and so on, this test selects 6
positions to carry out the vibration test. In order to better test the vibration situation of 2# pipeline
under the conditions of startup and stable-operation, a 3-dimension coordination system is
established along radial, axial and vertical directions of the pipeline, namely the directions of x, y,
z. Three vibration pickups as a group are put together as close as possible, of which two
horizontal (x, y), one vertical (z). 6 groups of vibration pickups are placed at the representative
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positions of the pressure pipeline, for example, near the back wall, elbows, junctions of differentsized pipes, gradients, and buttresses etc.
Before the test, 6 groups of vibration pickups, totally 18, should be encoded and registered one
by one. The 1#~3# data lines correspond to the first group of vibration pickups, and respectively
correspond to the three directions of the vibration pickups, namely x, y and z. The others are put
in the similar way. The specific arrangement is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Arrangement diagram of the vibration pickups of DASP test system

V.

TEST DATA ACQUISITION AND SIGNAL ANALYSIS

According to the conditions that need to be tested, the whole period from the startup of the 4#
unit to its stable-operation is selected as the test time. The vibration signals of each test position
in the directions of x, y, and z should be recorded at the same time.

a. Data acquisition
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Before sampling the analysis module with the DASP software, we should enter the engineering
unit and calibration value of each channel in the parameter setting table of the sampling program.
This test uses the 891-2 vibration pickup and sets the engineering unit to be mm/s.
Because the excitation of the in-situ test of pipeline vibration adopts the natural pulse signal, the
test uses random sampling method. The test time is 3 minutes and the sampling frequency is
204.8 Hz.

b. Signal analysis

After 180-second sampling test, DASP software system can accurately detect the differentamplitude signals of the representative test points under different conditions, automatically
process the data, and generate oscillograms.
This article uses time-domain analysis and cross-spectrum analysis to analyze the collected
vibration signals. Time-domain and frequency-domain are the essential properties of signals, and
two observation aspects for the analog signal. They analyze signals from two different
perspectives, respectively time and frequency. Time-domain analysis [21, 22] uses timeline as the
coordinate to show the relationship of the dynamic signals, which is more visual and intuitive;
while frequency-domain analysis [23, 24] expresses the signals with the frequency-axis
coordinate, which is more concise and convenient, and the cross-spectrum [25] is one kind of
frequency-domain analysis.

b.i. Time-domain analysis

The collected data of the 18 vibration pickups correspondingly generate 18 oscillograms, which
can be analyzed with time-domain analysis. This paper selects 4 of them as the representatives,
and intercepts the waveforms of 0~1.2s to generate images, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Generated images of waveforms of time-domain analysis
In Figure 5, the differences among oscillograms of test points are obvious. We use DASP
analysis software to conduct the cross-correlation analysis on the vibration signals in the
directions of x, y, z of each position of the pipeline, and use instantaneous rolling analysis in
parameter setting. Table 2 shows the calculation results of correlation.
Table 2: Correlation coefficients of the test points vibration in the directions of x, y, z
Test point

Correlation coefficient

Test point

Correlation coefficient

1&2

-0.377

10&11

0.043

1&3

-0.29

10&12

0.26
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2&3

0.068

11&12

0.216

3&4

0.327

13&14

0.058

3&5

-0.388

13&15

0.109

5&6

-0.653

14&15

-0.389

7&8

-0.17

16&17

-0.091

7&9

-0.298

16&18

-0.021

8&9

0.059

17&18

0.01

It can be seen from Table 2 that, all of the vibration signals in the directions of x, y and z have
correlation with each other. If the correlation coefficient is bigger, the vibration states in two
directions are synchronous; and if it is smaller, the vibration in one direction is intense while
another weak. We can know from Table 2 that the correlation coefficient of 5#&6# test points is
the biggest one and vibration signals in axial and radial directions of would superimpose. 5#&6#
test points are located at elbow in the plane position, which indicates that the vibration of 5#&6#
test points is stronger and resonance phenomenon may occur.
In order to further analyze the test points accurately, the time-domain indexes are calculated by
statistics. The results are in Table 3.
Table 3: Calculated results of sectional time-domain indexes
point

Mean /(mm·s-1)

Standard deviation /(mm·s-1)

Kurtosis index

1

-0.21

1.84

32.01

2

-0.01

3.85

487.94

3

0.01

1.89

24.61

4

5.1

1.94

41.74

5

0

2.84

168.18

6

-0.02

3.59

343.89

13

-0.03

2.56

121.75

14

-0.49

3.23

301.69

15

0

1.19

6.33

16

-0.11

2.75

154.37

17

0

1.9

34.11

18

0.16

0.57

0.29

Note: Kurtosis index is a numerical statistics that reflects the distribution property of vibration signals, which
is used in the diagnosis of surface damage fault.
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From the analysis on the means, the mean velocities of all the test points except 4# are near zero.
In Figure 5, it can also be seen that the waveform of 4# test point is rather special, deviating from
zero baseline. The mean velocity of 4# test point is 5.10 mm/s. From Table 2, we can know that
the vibration of 4# test point is stronger. It makes the vibration pickups vibrate intensively and
slightly slid off the relative positions of the test points, which leads to the signal baseline-drifting.
We can compile the waveform through waveform pluses/subtraction a direct-current value, and
then the signal baseline can be moved to zero, which has no influence on signal analysis.
From the analysis of standard deviation which can reflect the degree that the data of each signal
deviate from mean value, the standard deviation of 2# test point is the biggest, indicating that the
vibration of 2# test point is relatively stronger than others or the pipeline vibration of 2# test
point is the strongest. From the analysis of Kurtosis index, the Kurtosis index of 2# test point is
the biggest. In other words, 2# test point is the position where the damage of pipeline vibration is
the most serious. In addition, the damage at the positions of 6#&13# test points is also more
serious. In the horizontal plane, 2#&13# test points are near the back wall and connected with the
outlets of pumps. It shows that the vibration at the pumps’ outlets is the strongest and the damage
caused by vibration is also the most serious.

b.ii. Cross-spectrum analysis

Through the time-domain analysis on the vibration signals, it can be known that the vibration
amplitudes of 2#&6# test points are larger and located in the same plane. In order to study the
cyclical fluctuation and interrelationship of the various frequency components of the two signal
sequences, this article makes cross-spectrum analysis of the signals and analyzes the vibration
problems of pressure pipeline from the aspect of frequency-domain, which can reduce the
difference of the results due to the analyzers’ subjectivity judgment, and make the conclusions
more scientific and objective.
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Figure 6 Output of cross-spectrum analysis results of 2#&6# test points
Cross-spectrum analysis indicates the common components and the relationship of phase
difference of the two spectrums obtained by the two time-domain signal sequences in the
frequency-domain. That is to make cross-spectrum calculation to the two signals, including
amplitude-frequency, phase-frequency and other coherent calculations, as shown in Figure 6.
Graph (a) the amplitude-frequency curve has an obvious peak, namely H = 10.342 (mm/s)
corresponding to frequency f = 60 Hz, phase ph = -111.471˚, and coherent coefficient C0 = 1.0.
Phase cross-spectrum represents the mean of phase change of the components whose frequencies
are f in the two signal sequences, expressed in radian and valued in [-π,"π" ]. It reflects the
relationship of precedence or lag between the two signal sequences in each frequency. If the
value of phase cross-spectrum is negative, in the frequency f, 2# test point precedes over 6# test
point; conversely, 2# test point lags behind 6# test point. In Graph (b) the phase curve, when Ph =
-111,471˚ and f = 60 Hz, 2# test point precedes 6# test point and the phase difference is 111.471,
which indicates that the signal sequence change of 2# test point is ahead of that of 6#. It
quantificationally proves that the vibration of 2# test triggers that of 6#.
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Coherent cross-spectrum is the standardized mean of the amplitude products of the components,
of which the frequencies are f in the two signal sequences and valued in (0, 1). It reflects the
influence level of the external incoherent noise in the cross-spectrum calculation for the two
signal sequences. The larger the coherent is, the smaller the external influence is. In Graph (c) the
coherent curve, when the coherent coefficient C0 = 1.0, it can be analyzed that 2#&6# test points
have a great coherence in the frequency f = 60 Hz, namely correlation. Meanwhile, it indicates
that noise has tiny influence on the vibration of 2#&6# test points. This proves the intimate
correlation between 2# and 6# test points from the aspect of frequency-domain in time series.
It can be seen from the above analysis of data that the vibration signals of pressure pipeline of
pumping station can be well observed, and the tested signals of different test points have certain
differences. Through the time-domain analysis on the vibration signals of different test points, the
vibration states at different positions of pipeline can be acquired. The vibration amplitudes of 2#,
6#, and 13# test points are larger, corresponding to the outlets of pumps and elbows, which
agrees with the observed phenomenon. The potential safety hazards are serious, so attention must
be paid. The cross-spectrum analysis on 2#&6# test points indicates that the noise produced by
the running of pumping station has tiny influence on the vibration of pressure pipeline. The
vibration of 6# test point has great relation to the vibration of 2# test point, showing that solving
the vibration problems of elbows can mainly start from the outlets of pumps.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The vibration signals of 2# pipeline of the general trunk third pumping station in Jingtai electric
project have good observability and some differences. The vibration of 5#&6# test points located
at elbow is stronger and the vibration of 2#&13# test points at the pumps’ outlets is also intense.
If resonance, it will causes serious harm to the pipeline. While it can be seen from the crossspectrum analysis that the running noise of pumping station has little influence on the vibration
of pipeline, thus it should focus on the pumps’ outlets to solve the vibration problem of pipeline.
Through the in-situ test and analysis of 2# pipeline of the general trunk third pumping station in
Jingtai electric project, it is shown that, under the condition that pressure pipeline of pumping
station is under the coupling influence of multi excitation sources, real-time monitoring of
pipeline vibration can be realized by applying DASP system to signal acquisition and real-time
analysis of pipeline vibration. Besides, the rapid acquisition and analysis of signal data can come
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true. It overcomes the problem that the vibration sources of pressure pipeline are hard to identify
under natural excitation sources. Compared to the traditional test systems, it has higher test
accuracy and efficiency.
By adopting DASP test system to carry out the in-situ test of pipeline vibration, we can make
correlation analysis of the signals of different positions and directions from the aspects of timedomain and frequency-domain, and obtain the vibration states of different positions. The analysis
results of the test are in agreement with the practical situation. Therefore it can be seen that the
test is reliable. Thus, the research achievement can not only offer powerful theoretical foundation
and technical support for the safety operation and management of the general trunk third
pumping station in Jingtai electric project, but also provide helpful reference for vibration
problems of pressure pipeline of the same-kind hydraulic structure, such as water pump station
and hydroelectric station and so on. It is well worth being promoted in the engineering practice.
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